Due to recent developments in concert hall design, there is an increasing interest in the analysis of sound energy decays consisting of multiple exponential decay rates. It has been considered challenging to estimate parameters associated with double-rate (slope) decay characteristics, and even more challenging when the coupled-volume systems contain more than two decay processes. To meet the need of characterizing energy decays of multiple decay processes, this work investigates coupled-volume systems using acoustic scale-models of three coupled rooms. Two Bayesian formulations are compared using the experimentally measured sound energy decay data. A fully parameterized Bayesian formulation has been found to be capable of characterization of multiple-slope decays beyond the single-slope and double-slope energy decays. Within the Bayesian framework using this fully parameterized formulation, an in-depth analysis of likelihood distributions over multiple-dimensional decay parameter space motivates the use of Bayesian information criterion, an efficient approach to solving Bayesian model selection problems that are suitable for estimating the number of exponential decays. The analysis methods are then applied to a geometric-acoustics simulation of a conceptual concert hall. Sound energy decays more complicated than single-slope and double-slope nature, such as triple-slope decays have been identified and characterized.
I. INTRODUCTION
The objective of this paper is to analyze sound energy decays in multiple coupled rooms using a model-based approach. Architectural acousticians are often challenged by the tasks of finding decay times/rates when analyzing energy decays, and answering the question of how many decay rates are in the data. The need to properly characterize decay rates comes from practical applications, as many recent concert halls have implemented reverberation chambers coupled to the main floor to produce multiple-slope energy decays. 1, 2 Another application is the design and adaptation of theater stage shells to couple with reverberant stage houses. 3 Bayesian analyses [4] [5] [6] [7] have recently been implemented to characterize sound energy decays consisting of one or two slopes; the major contribution of this work is to extend Bayesian analysis using a fully parameterized model to characterize sound energy decays with an arbitrary number of slopes within arbitrary ranges, particularly beyond the double-slope decays, where the concise decay order has to be determined followed by decay parameter estimation. An efficient method to determine the most appropriate slope count is introduced to this architectural acoustics application.
Steady-state sound energy decays in single-volume systems are often of single-slope nature, given that diffusion and absorption on interior surfaces is well distributed, otherwise double-slope decay characteristics can occur, 8 leading to energy decays with concave curvatures. When sound energy decays are of concave nature, such as low-frequency sound energy decays in single-space reverberation chambers, 9 some authors [10] [11] [12] have used a ratio of the decay rates of two small decay ranges, each covering at least 10 dB to detect/reject concave-curved decays. The relevant ISO standard 13 has also adopted this strategy for measurements of reverberation times in ordinary rooms. A more rigorous approach to indicating decays having curvature, which can skew the slope of a linear fit, used by Davy et al. 10 and Warnock, 12 is to fit a polynomial model to the curved decays using a generalized least-square approach. The primary purpose in these early studies using both the ratios of two decay rates and the polynomial least-square fitting is to indicate a decay curve which is far from being a straight line and the value of the reverberation time estimated by a single linear-fit of the decay curve may not be an accurate quantification of the decay characteristics. 13 In other words, these approaches in the early work [10] [11] [12] were not aimed at accurately characterizing the multipleslope decays.
In coupled-volume systems, multiple-slope decays, beyond double-slope decays can occur in addition to singleslope decays which occur when sound energy exchanges across coupling apertures between spaces may not be significant or the coupled volume is not sufficiently separated, in which case the coupled spaces act as one. In room-acoustics literature within the context of coupled-volume systems, determinations of double-slope energy decays have often been reported, both from practicing acousticians and research scientists. [2] [3] [4] 6, 7 Thus far, detection and characterization of more than double-slope sound energy decay continue to be a challenging problem. Some recent investigations in acoustics of coupled-volume systems directly utilized the approaches documented in early work [10] [11] [12] without examining their validity for coupled-volume applications. These investigations applied the ratio of two decay rates [14] [15] [16] to quantify double-slope decays. For example, a recent publication 16 has utilized a ratio between the late decay time (LDT) estimated from a level range between -25 and -35 dB and a decay time quantity T 10 between À5 and À15 dB, as a quantifier for characterization of non-single-exponential energy decay functions. However, experimentally measured room-acoustics data and computersimulated results from realistic concert hall and theater configurations have demonstrated that steady-state energy decays are often more complicated than a double-slope decay model.
Recent applications of Bayesian methods in acoustics science cover a wide range of areas 4, [17] [18] [19] including Bayesian model comparison and selection specifically applied to roomacoustics energy decay analysis. 5 This paper introduces an approach based on Bayesian information criterion (BIC) to accomplish decay model selection. In architectural acoustics, applications of the BIC approach have not yet been reported in major acoustics journals. After a brief description of the method, this paper demonstrates that the BIC approach can be applied as an efficient approach to room-acoustics energy decay analysis.
Bayesian analysis for decay parameter estimations essentially involves Bayes' rule to calculate and formulate the probability distributions, so-called posterior probability distributions. Statistical sampling algorithms used with the posterior distributions in order to localize a global maximum are termed maximum a posterior (MAP) approaches. 20 On the level of decay parameter estimations, the MAP is essentially equivalent to the maximum likelihood (ML) approaches, often reported in statistical methods, particularly when ignoring any prior information on the decay parameters. The Bayesian framework differs from the ML approach in that it embodies the principle of parsimony, and quantitatively implements Ockham's razor to penalize model over-fitting, offering effective tools to conduct model selection and comparison, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] which goes beyond traditional parameter estimation methods. This paper applies both decay model selection and decay parameter estimation to the room-acoustic energy decay analysis within the Bayesian framework. This paper is organized as follows: Section II formulates the model-based Bayesian decay analysis using a parametric model to describe multiple-slope decay processes for Schroeder decay functions. Section II further discusses two formulations within the Bayesian framework. It also introduces BIC for decay model selection. Section III discusses experimental models of three coupled rooms based on acoustic scale modeling. The experimental investigations support the preference to a fully parameterized Bayesian formulation being capable of characterizing multiple-slope decays beyond single-slope and double-slope decays. Section III also discusses the multi-dimensional likelihood distributions, derived from the multiple-slope decay models, which motivate the use of the BIC. With multiple decay models and BIC, both Bayesian model selection and Bayesian decay parameter estimation are further applied in analyzing results from a simulated concert hall using a geometrical acoustics computational model. Section IV discusses some related issues and Sec. V concludes the paper.
II. BAYESIAN FRAMEWORK
This section introduces a parametric model for roomacoustic sound energy decays, followed by application of Bayesian probability theory. Room-acoustic sound energy decays are derived either from experimentally measured or computer-simulated room impulse responses followed by Schroeder backwards integration. 27 
A. Schroeder decay model
The sound energy decays, so-called Schroeder decay functions, obtained through Schroeder backward integration, 27 are the "experimental" data for further analysis in this paper, denoted as a data vector D, containing K data points d k for k ¼ 1, 2, … , K. A parametric model describes Schroeder decay functions
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This model consists of one (S ¼ 1), two (S ¼ 2), or more exponential decay terms, and one linear decay term A 0 (t K À t k ) referred to as the noise term, which is associated with background noise in the room impulse response of the room under consideration. The time parameter t K is the upper limit of integration when obtaining the Schroeder decay function from room impulse responses. When t K is large enough, the constant term e À13:8Át K =T s can be ignored. 28 The decay model in Eq. (1) used in this work is based on the nature of Schroeder integration from statistical room-acoustics theory for coupled-volume systems 6, 29 and well verified by experiments. 4, 5, 19 A s is termed the linear amplitude parameter and is related to the level of individual exponential decay terms, while T s is the decay time associated with the logarithmic decay slope of individual exponential decay terms, with s ¼ 1, 2 , … , S, and S is the maximum number of exponential decay terms. In this paper the entire set of parameters w ¼ fA, Tg are collectively referred to as decay parameters. The model H S (A, T, t k ) containing a single exponential term with S ¼ 1 is suitable for reverberation time estimation, whereas two or more exponential terms are suitable for double-slope (S ¼ 2) or multi-slope (S > 2) decay analyses, respectively.
A recent work 30 also defines turning points, when the number of slopes is more than one, marking the occurrence when and at what energy level the energy decay turns from the first decay slope to the second slope in case of doubleslope decays, or from the second to the third slope, or third to fourth slope, etc., in case of more than double-slope decays. Figure 1 illustrates one experimentally measured room impulse response from eighth scale models of three coupled rooms (see Sec. III for more details on the experimental setup), its corresponding energy-time curve, Schroeder decay curve and the decay model curve expressed in Eq. (1) when the decay parameters are properly estimated (see Sec. III). In these specific experimental data, S ¼ 3 has been identified. Figure 1 (c) also illustrates three decomposed decay lines, one decomposed curve corresponding to the term A 0 (t K À t k ) in Eq. (1) and two turning points.
B. Model-based Bayesian methods
The Bayesian probabilistic inference applied to this room-acoustics application is a model-based approach using Bayes' rule pðA; TjD; H S ; IÞ ¼ pðA; TjH S ; IÞ pðDjA; T; H S ; IÞ pðDjH S ; IÞ ; S ¼ 1; 2; … ; (2) to formulate the relations between prior probability distribution p(A, TjH S , I) and posterior probability distribution p(A, TjD, H S , I) through the experimental data and the corresponding data model encapsuled by the likelihood function expressed as
LðA; TÞ ¼ pðDjA; T; H S ; IÞ;
in order to emphasize that p(DjA, T, H S , I) as a function of A, T need not be a normalized probability distribution. Background information I, expressed explicitly as a conditional proposition in Eqs. (2) and (3), denotes that the available information in this application is that the energy decay data in the form of Schroeder decay functions are well described by the model in Eq. (1). Furthermore, the background information I also includes the fact that several competing models H S for S ¼ 1, 2, … are still under consideration. Each model is determined by a set of parameters, A S , T S . The following discussion, however, omits the subscript S for the decay parameters for simplicity, yet explicitly uses the conditional H S to remind that the decay parameters are only associated with a specific model H S . For example, the prior probability p(A, TjH S , I) of decay parameters A, T is conditional on model H S and background information I, and it is a prior probability because it expresses the investigator's state of information regarding these parameters before the data are involved in the actual analysis and, therefore, it is independent of the data D. In similar fashion, the posterior probability distribution p(A, TjD, H S , I) of decay parameters A, T is conditional on data D, model H S , and background information I. It is termed posterior because it expresses the degree of the investigator's state of knowledge on these parameters after involving the available "experimental" data D via the likelihood function L(A, T) on the ground of the prior knowledge about the decay parameters. In other words, it represents how much the prior knowledge has been modified after involving the experimental data.
In the case that little or no information is available about the decay parameters A, T, a common approach to assigning a prior probability distribution is to choose one that has little to no effect on the likelihood function L(A, T). In this case, the likelihood function and the posterior distribution differ from each other by a normalization constant given by p(DjH S , I) in the denominator of Eq. (2). In the formulations of Secs. II C and II D, it is simply disregarded. However, it is termed Bayesian evidence, being a crucial quantity within the context of decay order selection as elaborated on in Sec. II E.
C. Marginalized formulation
The Schroeder decay model in Eq. (1) is a generalized linear model 20, 31 
consisting of linear combinations of a number of nonlinear terms in general, or exponential terms in particular
with A s being linear amplitude coefficients (parameters). A marginalization scheme 4, 31 can remove the linear parameters, leading to the likelihood function in a compact form as a student t-distribution
with
where
and
where k j is jth eigenvalue and e js is jth component of sth eigenvector of the square matrix G ¼ [g ij ] with
The marginalization results in a drastically reduced dimensionality of the likelihood function as noted by L(T), depending only on decay times fT 1 , T 2 , … g. Expected values of the linear amplitude parameters are reconstructed only after estimations of the decay times
D. Fully parameterized formulation
The marginalized formulation in Eq. (6) has been applied to room-acoustics energy decay analysis.
6,7 Analysis of many experimental data sets, particularly of experimentally measured data in real halls of a wide variety of room types, 6, 7, 19 has demonstrated that this formulation can successfully estimate the decay parameters for many doublesloped energy decays as long as the second decay slope, relative to the first slope, is not at too low of a level. Finding triple-slope decays has been reported only for a few cases. 5 For the purpose of estimation of sound energy decays with more than two slopes, this paper discusses a fully parameterized model. The applications of fully parameterized decay models for this purpose in room-acoustics energy decay analysis can be traced back to Ref. 32 , and more recently in the work by Jasa and Xiang, 19 however, the advantage and necessity of using fully parameterized decay models has not yet been articulated for this application. After a brief formulation, Sec. III will compare the marginalized Bayesian model with the fully parameterized decay model using experimental data.
The likelihood function is expressed by 19 LðA;
over all the decay parameters A, T, with U(Á) being c-function and
In comparison to the likelihood function in Eq. (6), the fully parameterized Bayesian formulation requires increased computation expense due to increased dimensionality. However, it benefits Bayesian analysis of multiple decay slopes beyond single-slope and the double-slope decays elaborated on later in Sec. III B.
E. Bayesian information criterion
In room-acoustics practice, architectural acousticians are often challenged by the question of how many decay slopes (terms) are in the energy decay data. Evaluating degrees of the curve fitting inevitably leads to overparameterized models, since increased decay orders will always improve curve fitting. The scientifically rigorous solution is to evaluate the Bayesian evidence p(DjH S , I) in Eq. (2) using pðDjH S ; IÞ ¼ 
Bayesian evidence automatically encapsulates the principle of parsimony, and quantitatively implements Ockham's razor. When two competing theories explain the data equally, the simpler one is preferable. 22 The BIC asymptotically approximates Bayesian evidence 33 if a multi-dimensional Gaussian distribution can approximate the posterior probability distribution within a vicinity around the global extreme of the likelihood. Under the assumption that the data involved in the analysis is large (large K), the (natural logarithmic) BIC for ranking a set of decay models H 1 , H 2 , H 3 , … is given 25 by
with 2 Á S þ 1 being the dimensionality, or the number of parameters involved in model H S . The quantityLðÂ;TÞÞ is the peak value of the likelihood whose location in the parameter space is denoted byÂ;T. The first term in Eq. (15) represents the degree of the model fit to the data, while the second term represents the penalty of over-parameterized models, since over-parameterized models will result in a larger value associated with the first term. In accordance with the (natural logarithmic) Bayesian evidence in Eq. (14) (15) is the most concise model providing the best fit to the decay function data and at the same time capturing the important exponentially decaying features evident in the data. 26 This section has discussed the decay models used for the model-based Bayesian decay analysis and has also introduced both the marginalized (simplified) formulation and the fully parameterized formulation. Finally BIC is introduced for decay order selection.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section describes experimental models and data obtained in order to validate the benefit of using the fully parameterized formulation given by Eq. (12) over the marginalized formulation of Eq. (6) for decay parameter estimation and model comparison using the BIC. This paper describes experimental models using three coupled rooms. The intention is to create sound energy decay characteristics featuring decay processes beyond single-slope and double-slope decays. The approach discussed here also applies to single-slope and double-slope decays which have been frequently discussed topics in previous publications. 6, 7, 19, 29 Therefore, this paper concentrates only on energy decays beyond the double-slope decays, such as triple-slope and quadruple-slope decays.
A. Scale model of three coupled rooms
An eighth-scale acoustic model of three coupled rooms as illustrated in Fig. 2 consists of a primary room containing a dodecahedron scale-model source and a microphone, as well as two secondary rooms. The two secondary rooms are coupled to the primary room using two simultaneous opening windows as shown by a sketch in Fig. 2(a) . Most of the interior walls of all three rooms are featured with irregularly shaped and sized rigid bosses [see Fig. 2(b) ], so as to create diffusely reflecting surfaces within the octave frequency bands of 1 and 2 kHz. Table I lists the room volumes and the natural reverberation times measured at four different, spatially well-separated microphone locations when individual rooms are separated, and enclosed for their own. Each individual room, when acoustically separated and enclosed for itself, can be considered to create sufficiently diffuse sound fields evidenced by single-sloped energy decays within the octave frequency bands of interest (1 and 2 kHz). The natural reverberation times are tuned to be sufficiently distinguishable from each other via appropriate room volumes and well distributed sound absorbers as shown in Fig. 2(b) .
When two secondary rooms are coupled to the primary room by two apertures of 4 m Â 4 m in size, room impulse responses are measured in different receiver locations in the primary room. The following discussions concentrate on a representative data set, an octave bandpass-filtered, experimentally measured room impulse response at 1 kHz as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) , followed by Schroeder backward integration as illustrated in Fig. 1(c) . In the Bayesian analysis as what follows, all the data (including the computer-simulated ones elaborated in Sec. III D) are taken from the normalized Schroeder decay function between À5 dB 34 and the end of data records. Based on careful estimations using the fully parameterized formulation [Eq. (12)] by a slice sampling 19 followed by resampling using an importance sampling, Note that the first turning point exists around À8 dB in the normalized decay curve while the second turning point finds itself around À28 dB, these locations are just within two predefined level ranges as used for quantifiers such as LDT/T 10 . 16 There is a distinct mischaracterization when using a linear least-square fit.
B. Fully parameterized approach
Using the experimentally measured room-impulse response, Fig. 3 demonstrates the benefit of using fully parameterized formulation at the cost of increased computational expense. As evidenced in Fig. 1(c) through careful design of scale models, the data are expected to contain a triple-slope decay. Each of the three decay segment slopes corresponds to the natural decay slope of one of the isolated rooms. Table II lists all the relevant decay parameters A 0 , … , A 3 and T 1 , … , T 3 estimated as close to the MAP value as possible. When fixing all the parameters, but varying decay time T 1 around a vicinity of its MAP value within the decay time range DT 1 ¼ 0.1 s, the marginal posterior probability distributions (MPPDs) using both the fully parameterized decay model in Eq. (12) and the marginalized formulation in Eq. (6) are illustrated in Fig. 3(a) . Within the vicinity of this decay time range, the fully parameterized approach yields a sharp peak at 0.299 s while the marginalized approach yields a broader peak at 0.30 s. Two marginal likelihood distributions are normalized. They are also equivalent to the normalized likelihood functions for the two formulations. In similar fashion, varying decay time T 2 around a vicinity of its MAP value within the decay time range DT 2 ¼ 0.25 s, the marginal likelihood distributions using both the fully parameterized formulation in Eq. (12) and the marginalized formulation in Eq. (6) are illustrated in Fig. 3(b) . Within the vicinity of this decay time range, the fully parameterized formulation yields a sharp peak at 0.77 s while the marginalized formulation yields a much broader peak at 0.78 s. The second decay term (slope) is much lower in level relative to the first decay term, which explains why the posterior probability distribution obtained by the marginalized approach is much broader than the ones associated with the first slope and than the one from the fully parameterized formulation. A lower level (associated with A 2 of the second slope) results in broader MPPDs. Note that Fig. 3 (c) contains only a broad peak at 1.36 s from the fully parameterized decay model in Eq. (12) . The marginalized formulation does not yield any peak within this range, even in a much broader range as illustrated in Fig. 3(d) , in which the dot-line frame encloses the marginal likelihood distribution as shown in Fig. 3 (c) (see also Ref. 5) . A decay time T 3 beyond 4.0 s is not expected in this case. At around 0.78 s in Fig. 3(d) , the distribution of T 3 exhibits a singular value which is coincident with the estimated decay time value of T 2 . The singularity is due to the fact that the rank of the matrix in Eq. (10) becomes two, instead of three at this decay time value. Just as in many other sets of experimentally measured data, Fig. 3 indicates that the fully parameterized formulation in Eq. (12) seems more capable of detecting and identifying the higher orders of decay terms which are at lower levels relative to the first and second decay terms. The detectability of higher decay orders is likely dependent on the interrelations among all decay parameters and the number of data points involved. This is also true for the fully parameterized decay models, but this data example demonstrates that for better estimations of multiple decay slopes beyond the double-slope decays it is highly recommendable to use the fully parameterized formulation expressed in Eq. (12) along with Eq. (13) (see also Ref. 19 ).
C. Distributions around the global extreme
Just as in the investigation of one-dimensional MPPDs as shown in Fig. 3 , using the fully parameterized formulation for the triple-slope decay model, Fig. 4 illustrates two-dimensional MPPDs over all combinations of two decay parameters (except parameter A 0 ) within a vicinity around the global extreme. Parameter A 0 is a nuisance parameter within the context of the current discussion. Widely varied shapes, orientations of the posterior distributions, some being very sharp, some being broader along one parameter-axis already indicate challenges when estimating the MAP or estimated mean values of each individual parameter. 19 Figures 4(p) and 4(r) also illustrate magnified distribution in three-dimensional presentation within even smaller vicinity around the global extreme. Figure 4 suggests that within the vicinity around the global extreme over a six-dimensional parameter space using the fully parameterized triple-slope model, the posterior (likelihood) distribution can be asymptotically approximated by a multi-dimensional Gaussian distribution. 25 This is also due to the fact that there is a large number (K ¼ 1400) of data points involved in this room-acoustics application.
Using a quadruple-slope decay model, Fig. 5 illustrates one-dimensional marginal posterior distributions over each individual parameter A 1 , … , A 4 and T 1 , … , T 4 when fixing the rest of other parameters to achieve the results shown in Fig. 5 . Table II (the last column) lists the estimated decay parameters associated with the quadruple-slope decay model. Over an eight-dimensional decay parameter space given by the quadruple-slope decay model, the likelihood distributions within a vicinity around the global extreme seems also to be approximated by a multi-dimensional Gaussian distribution. It seems appropriate to apply the BIC for ranking the competing decay models, such as double-slope, triple-slope, and even quadruple-slope decay models. Table II also lists normalized BIC values of individual decay orders. The triple-slope model obtains the highest BIC value, the other BIC values are then listed relatively to the highest one. Particularly, the BIC value for quadruple-slope model declines significantly. This example demonstrates that overfitting the data using the quadrupleslope model is strongly penalized. Despite the fact that the quadruple-slope model can fit the data well, it is not necessary to use the quadruple-slope model to explain the data when the triple-slope model can concisely explain the data adequately.
This section uses exploratory examples to demonstrate how the principle of parsimony is quantitatively implemented via BIC. The conclusions drawn in this paper are valid within the presented cases. For other applications, one must examine the validity of the methods within the specific context, and the assumptions from which the BIC is derived must hold. One can always go back to calculate entire posterior volume [as expressed in Eq. (14)], if the underlying assumptions for the asymptotic approximation of the Bayesian evidence via the BIC are not valid, or the BIC insufficiently approximates the Bayesian evidence to rank the models correctly.
D. Geometrical-acoustics model of a realistic hall
A recent publication 16 studied a virtual concert hall with a coupled-reverberation chamber. The study used a computational simulation produced using ODEON TM simulation software throughout the work to investigate a number of aperture sizes and absorption ratios between the main hall volume and a surrounding reverberation chamber, ranging from 0.5% to 10% opening area relative to the total surface area. 16 This paper utilizes the architectural and acoustic specifications 16 as listed in Table III , to create a geometrical-acoustics model using CATT-ACOUSTIC TM . The hall design is a generic implementation of the coupled chamber typology established by halls such as the Kultur und Kongresszentrum, Luzern and Meyerson Symphony Center, Dallas. Many tall, narrow, opening gaps distributed on the side walls of the primary hall volume serve as coupling apertures to the reverberation chamber, similar to the chamber doors employed in the real halls. The coupled chamber is in a horse-shoe shape around the full height of the stage and sides of the primary hall. Figure 6 shows the geometrical model and graphical rendering of the concert hall. Appropriate absorption coefficients are assigned to the interior surfaces of the hall based on published measurements, 35 to match the overall absorption of the previously published model. The interior of the coupled reverberation chamber is assigned a uniform absorption coefficient to produce the desired hall/chamber absorption relationship. The model is run with 200 000 rays and a ray truncation time of 4500 ms using the CATT-ACOUSTIC TM late part ray-tracing option for coupled volumes. While ray-tracing has substantial limitations for complex geometry including coupled volumes, the revised beam-axis/ray-tracing algorithm developed by Summers et al. 36 has been shown to produce accurate results for coupled volumes and is used here to avoid unrealistic results.
At three strategic receiver positions, the width of the aperture opening and absorption coefficients of the coupled volume surfaces are adjusted according to the geometrical and acoustic parameters published in Ref. 16 . This section takes one representative case for aperture size 0.5% as an example result from CATT-ACOUSTIC TM software. A tripleslope decay is identified. The Bayesian evidence in the form of logarithmic BIC, as listed in Table IV , supports preference of the triple-slope decay.
In contrast, taking the same 1 kHz data as shown in Fig. 7(c) , e.g., if one wants to fit a double-slope model to the data using Eq. (1) with (S ¼ 2), the analysis may lead to three possible, yet ambiguous, distinct misrepresentations as illustrated in Fig. 8 . In Fig. 8(a) , the double-slope model does not describe a decay process starting from À30 dB downward while it does represent the decay segment of the first 30 dB reasonably. Note that the computer-simulated impulse response inherently does not contain any "background noise." The decay process starting from À30 dB downward reveals an intrinsic decay process in the system. The BIC value is about 1385 Neper lower than that of the triple-slope decay as listed in Table IV (first column). In Fig. 8(b) , the double-slope model does not represent the decay segment between À17 and À32 dB, when it describes both the early segment and the late segment of the decay function at the same time. The BIC value is about 1429 Neper lower than that of the triple-slope decay as listed in Table IV (second column). In Fig. 8(c) , the double-slope model does not describe the early part, while it does represent the late decay segment starting at À17 dB downward. The BIC value is estimated even lower (third column in Table IV ). This is the evidence that it cannot be simply considered as a doubleslope decay. In Fig. 8(d) , the quadruple-slope model seems to over-fit the data, since the BIC gives a value lower than that of the triple-slope model (as listed in Table IV right most column). In this case, the BIC does penalize the overparameterized model with four decay terms. A visual comparison between Figs. 7(c) and 8(d) reveals that degree of curve-fitting between the two cases is highly similar. Moreover, the BIC estimations using either of the double-slope estimations show unambiguously lower values than that of the triple-slope decay model; a visual comparison between Figs. 7(c) and 8(a)-8(c) further confirms unacceptable misrepresentations using the double-slope decay model. The BIC values estimated for the double-slope, triple-slope, and quadruple-slope models recommend that it is not necessary to use quadruple-slope decay model to explain this data set, providing unambiguous evidence that the triple-slope model adequately explains the data set. Table IV (fourth column) lists the corresponding decay parameters.
IV. DISCUSSION
Model-based analysis critically relies on the data model used; it can yield misleading analysis if the model is invalid. 37, 38 As discussed in detail using one representative data set (for aperture sizes of 0.5% and 1.0% in the simulated concert hall with the reverberation chamber 16 ), the BIC estimations for these configurations suggest that the triple-slope decays using the model in Eq. (1) for S ¼ 3 are evident in the data. 38 Bayesian model selection in general, and BIC in particular used in this work is a scientifically rigorous approach to ruling out wrong models, or competing, yet unnecessary models. Table IV lists all the decay parameters for three ambiguous estimations using the double-slope decay model. The fact that these estimates are based on an inadequate model manifests itself through lower BIC values and unacceptable misrepresentations as illustrated in Figs. 8(a)-8(c) . Therefore, these estimates are actually meaningless since the model misrepresentations are clearly evident. In contrast, even the model fit to the data is adequate as illustrated in Fig. 8(d) , but unnecessarily complex models beyond the triple-slope are not preferred and penalized by Ockham's razor, quantitatively implemented within the Bayesian framework (see Table IV , the last column). While using two straight-line models in preselected, fixed decay level ranges, one between À5 and À15 dB for T 10 estimation; the other between À25 and À35 dB for the LDT estimation, the least-square fit approach, being a model-based approach as well, fails to recognize triple-slope decays in these two aperture-size groups, 16 since the leastsquare fit approach uses improper models to analyze the data. In addition, the application of the least-square fit using the two straight-line model inherently restricts the investigators' expectation to either single-slope or double-slope decays, leading inevitably to oversight of triple-slope decays. Furthermore, it is not difficult to find data sets either from experimentally measured data in real halls, from acoustic scale models, and from computer-simulated results that the decay parameters, particularly the turning points of either double-slope decay or triple-slope decays exist within the ranges either between À5 and À15 dB or between À25 and À35 dB.
To quantify the energy decay characteristics, decay parameters, such as the linear coefficients A s , and decay times T s in Eq. (1), for non-single-exponential energy decays, is of fundamental importance. In order to understand the underlying acoustics and detailed behavior of sound energy decays, it is necessary to consider the individual parameters and their interrelations. Estimation of ratio-based quantifiers (including decay time ratios and amplitude differences) without considering their absolute values may fail to capture some important aspects of the system and lead to misleading conclusions.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has discussed two formulations for analyzing multiple-rate decay processes within the Bayesian framework TABLE IV. Bayesian decay analysis of the CATT-ACOUSTIC TM simulated data. Bayesian information criterion (BIC), decay parameters of a geometrical acoustics software simulated Schroeder decay function, estimated using double-slope, triple-slope, and quadruple-slope models. The triple-slope decay obtains the highest natural logarithmic BIC, by which the other BIC values are normalized. Using the double-slope decay model, there are at least three possible, yet ambiguous estimations. In the computer simulation, there is no noise in the resulting room impulse response, A 0 is therefore not listed. using a parametric model for Schroeder decay functions. Among the two formulations, the fully parameterized formulation involving all the decay parameters of the Schroeder decay model is advantageous in its ability to accurately characterize multiple-slope decay processes at the cost of increased computational expense, since exploiting all the parameters inevitably increases dimensionality of the Bayesian posterior probability. In this energy decay analysis, the decay-model selection is a primary concern prior to detailed parameter estimation. This paper has also introduced Bayesian information criterion (BIC) as an efficient method for the decay model selection. BIC embodies Ockham's razor, which prefers simpler models and penalizes over-fitting. In order to demonstrate approaches using both a fully parameterized model along with the BIC this work has utilized acoustic scale modeling, which enables acoustic treatment for achieving diffuse sound fields and acoustic adjustments of the decay parameters, primarily the natural reverberation times of three separate rooms. When coupling them, the sound energy decay processes in the primary room are expected to feature at least three decay-slopes, the decay times are also expected in ranges as adjusted. The model-based Bayesian decay analysis discussed in this paper differs substantially from the linear-fit method. In particular, use of the ratio LDT/T 10 misrepresents energy decay characteristics more complex than double-slope decays, leading inevitably to oversight of triple-slope decays. In fact, those quantifiers, whether LDT/T 10 , T 30 /T 20 , or other ratios based on linear-fits using two straight line models within preselected, fixed level ranges, prior to the data analysis, can only sometimes detect non-exponential energy decays, but even then do not characterize them with the accuracy necessary to provide deep insight into energy decay characteristics in coupled-volume systems. It is not surprising that the results from the LDT/T 10 ratio approach are not consistent with those from the Bayesian analysis. Using both experimentally measured data and computersimulated data, this paper clarifies those differences and identifies the origins of the reported inconsistencies in Ref. 16 .
Successful application of Bayesian analysis to the characterization of the Schroeder decay model of sound-energy decays, as discussed in this paper, demonstrates that methods Table IV right most column), penalizes the over-parameterized quadruple-slope model.
for characterizing non-exponential decays, including visual inspection, and methods which compare linear-fits of different portions of logarithmic decay functions (e.g., T 15 vs T 20 ; T 20 vs T 30 , or even T 10 vs the LDT) are scientifically dubious.
